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The Meaning of the Palimpsest
In early times a palimpsest was a parchment or other material from which one or 
more writings had been erased to give room for later records. But the erasures were 
not always complete, and so it became the fascinating task of scholars not only to 
translate the later records but also to reconstruct the original writings by deci­
phering the dim fragments of letters partly erased and partly covered by subse­
quent texts.
The history of Iowa may be likened to a palimpsest which holds the record of 
successive generations. To decipher these records of the past, reconstruct them, 
and tell the stories which they contain is the task of those who write history.
AGothic Splendor in Northeast Iowa
by Loras C. Otting
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St. Boniface Church, New Vienna. (courtesy St. Boniface Church)
Whether situated on a hill or in a valley, they dominate the skyline. Sometimes 
the spires can he seen from miles away and 
draw the eye like irresistible visual magnets. 
Sometimes three are discernible at the same 
time on the distant horizon, or, after a turn on a 
street in a small town, suddenly one stands 
before you and draws your eyes straight up to 
the heavens.
To catch the eye was what the builders of 
these churches intended — to catch the eye, 
and then the mind of the viewer, and elevate 
both beyond the mundane to a more perfect, 
more beautiful world. Expressions of this hope 
can he found throughout Iowa. Many of its 
finest examples, however, are clustered in 
northeast Iowa where German, Irish, and 
Bohemian Catholics constructed edifices that
© Iowa State Historical Department/Office of the State Histor­
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have become timeless tributes to their devo­
tion, hard work, and sacrifice.
In western Dubuque County and eastern 
Delaware Countv is a cluster of trulv outstand-y y
ing Gothic churches. Perhaps the best known 
because of its easv accessibilitv, size, and its 
designation as a basilica is St. Francis Xavier of 
Dyersville. Unfortunately situated on the 
lowest plain in the city, its magnificence cannot 
he appreciated from a distance. But when one 
stands before its massive twin towers, each 
212 feet high, it is awe-inspiring.
Although Dyersville was first settled by the 
English, German Catholics soon arrived and 
purchased much of the rich surrounding farm­
land. Gradually the Germans predominated 
and English influence disappeared. The only 
remaining traces of it are to he found in the 
name of the town and the surnames of a few of 
its citizens. At first the Germans held services
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above stores or in private homes. They began 
to build a small brick church in 1858, just south 
of the present church, but soon ran out of 
money. The four church trustees, Joseph 
Stoeckl, Theodore Goerdt, George Schindler, 
and Franz Schultz, mortgaged their farms to 
raise funds so work could continue. In 1869 the 
church was enlarged. By the mid- 1880s, how­
ever, in-migration had increased to a point 
where plans were made to build a new and 
much larger structure — a structure that might 
seat 1,000 to 1,500 people. As construction 
began in September 1887, the pastor, Rever­
end Anton Kortenkamp, became seriously ill 
and had to be confined to his room. His 
assistant, the Reverend Joseph Brinkmann,
was forced to scurry back and forth between
✓
the sickroom and the workers, relaying Father 
Kortenkamp’s plans and wishes for the build­
ing. The cornerstone was laid on June 3, 1888, 
and on December 3, 1889, the new church was 
dedicated by Bishop John J. Hennessy of 
Dubuque. Dyersville’s beloved pastor and 
church builder had died on September 14, 
1889. Thus Father Kortenkamp did not live to 
see the church completed and his funeral was 
the last held in the old church.
Of Gothic design, the red brick structure 
measures 70x 175 feet and seats 1,200 wor­
shippers. Upon entry, the eye is drawn imme­
diately upward to the huge vaulted ceiling, at a 
height of over 70 feet, and then forward to the 
main altar. The altar is unusual. Instead of 
being constructed of one material, the altar is of 
Italian marble and Mexican onyx and rests 
beneath a 52-foot high baldachino (canopy) of 
butternut wood. On the sanctuary ceiling over 
the main altar is a painting of special interest. 
The central figure represents the radiant Lamb 
of God and is surrounded by celestial angels. 
To the right of the figure are saints of the Old 
Testament and to the left are saints of the New 
Testament. In a painting in the south corner 
can be seen the face of the Reverend George 
W. Heer, who succeeded Kortenkamp as pas­
tor of the Dyersville congregation and super­
vised the finishing and furnishing of the 
church’s interior.
Even the windows of this midwestern 
Gothic showpiece are unique. The church con­
tains sixty-four cathedral glass windows and 
transoms in burnt colors. A rose window was 
installed above the organ in 1959. The Indian 
design selected for the rose window recognized
the habitation of northeast Iowa by Indians one
*
hundred and fifty years earlier. Two side altars 
of Gothic design and made of butternut wood 
were added to the church in 1897. A large pipe 
organ was installed in 1913, although it was 
replaced in 1971 by a new organ designed to fit 
the size of the church and take full advantage of 
the building’s acoustical qualities.
St. Francis Xavier was raised to the rank of a 
minor basilica in May 1956 by a papal procla­
mation. This honor was bestowed in recogni­
tion of the "architectural attributes of the 
church and the fervent faith of the congrega­
tion. A coat of arms, allowed only in those 
churches which are basilicas, hangs over the 
pulpit. Also, the pavilion (umbrella) and the 
small bell are authorized insignia for a basilica 
and are placed in open view in the sanctuary.
Five miles north of Dyersville is New 
Vienna. Topping the hill from the south, one 
gets the impression of entering a central Euro-
*\
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St. Francis Xavier, Dtjersville, c.3M
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pean village. Completely dominating the little gifts to and support of the American Catholic 
town is another magnificent, but more simple, missions through the Leopoldine Association, 
Gothic masterpiece. In 1843 five families came a society founded in 1829 to help American 
to the area from Germany after a short sojourn missions.) With land available, soon numbers 
in Ohio. They had wanted relatives in Ger- of immigrants came from Germany to join 
many to join them but there were no places for them.
them in well-settled Ohio. After arriving in These hardy immigrants built their first
A pre-1910 view of the pulpit and interior of St. Francis Xavier, Dyersville. (SHSI)
Iowa City, they headed northeast because they church in 1848 and dedicated it to St. Boniface, 
heard of Bishop Mathias Loras in Dubuque and the apostle of the Germans. Each member of 
his friendliness toward Catholic immigrants. the parish was requested to furnish six logs and 
When they arrived in Cascade, they sent two of two hundred split shingles, and other building 
their number to Dubuque to seek the bishop s materials as needed. The log church soon 
advice as to their future location. He advised proved to be too small, however, even after an 
them to move to what was then called Wilson’s addition, and in 1852 construction began on a 
Grove. (Bishop Loras later changed the vil- new stone church. The community of New 
lage’s name to New Vienna in honor and grati- Vienna grew so rapidly that within thirty years 
tude to Emperor Francis I of Austria for his yet another new church was needed.
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The cornerstone of the present church was 
laid in 1884 and the building was completed in 
1887. Constructed of pure white magnesia 
limestone obtained from a nearby quarry, the 
church measures 62 x 172 feet, and has a seat­
ing capacity of900. The ceiling reaches a height 
of 60 feet. The steeple is 200 feet high.
The first-time visitor may well be struck by 
the relative plainness of the interior. As in 
Gothic constructions generally, the eye is 
drawn up to the high ceiling, but little orna­
mentation is found. The interior has been 
painted in soft clear colors and the windows are 
somewhat plain. They are mostly flowered, 
except in the transepts where one shows 
St. Boniface felling the symbolic tree and the 
other depicts Mary being crowned Queen of 
Heaven.
The main altar, however, is not plain. It is a 
stunning piece of work which again sends the 
eye heavenward. It is made of soft, gold-tone 
mahogany, as are the small side altars. The 
tabernacle is truly a masterpiece of the art of 
wood carving. The entire altar is decorated 
with wood-carved vines, reeds, branches, and 
leaves and has sixteen angels carved in the 
wood. The fourteen hand-carved stations of the 
cross are exquisite and irreplaceable. The orig­
inal pipe organ, installed in 1891, has been 
completely restored and is one of the oldest 
tracker organs in the Midwest.
Strong traces of the German origin of this 
community can be found in the inscription, 
St. Bonifacius Kirche, over the main door, the 
German inscriptions under each window, and 
the plaque outside the church listing in Ger­
man the original settlers. A bronze plaque 
immediately inside the main door states: “Why 
such a church? The future welfare of the 
Church and State lies with the tillers of the soil. 
He that owns the land will eventually rule the
country.”
✓
About five miles due west of New Vienna is 
the village of Petersburg. The crowning glory 
of this tiny village is the Church of SS. Peter
and Paul, a veritable Gothic gem. A daughter 
parish of St. Boniface, it was begun in 1867 
when the German Catholic families who had 
moved west from New Vienna appointed a 
committee of eight men to raise funds and 
secure plans for a church. The village was 
named after Peter Domever, one of the earliest 
pioneers in the area, who was chosen secretary 
and treasurer of the committee. With financial 
aid from the mother parish and the donation of 
two acres of land each by Domever and Joseph 
Miller, a stone church was constructed in 1868 
on the same site as the present church.
St. Boniface Church, New Vienna, (courtesy St. 
Boniface Church)
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Restored in 1974, St. Boniface Church s 1891 pipe 
organ is credited with being the “second most his­
torical organ in the state ' (the organ at St. Wen- 
ceslaus Church in Spillville was installed in 1875). 
The organ's 1,300-plus pipes range in size from a 
pipe slightly larger than the inside of a ball-point 
pen to a pipe that is eighteen feet tall. When played, 
the sound generated by the organ fills the church, 
(courtesy St. Boniface Church)
The arrival of a new pastor, Reverend 
William Sassen, in 1902 inaugurated a period 
of change. The old church was found to be too 
small and construction was begun in 1904 on 
what was destined to become one of the most 
unique churches in all of Iowa. While small in 
comparison to its counterparts in Dyersville 
and New Vienna, its façade alone makes this 
church outstanding. Not one, not two, but 
three spires soar above the Iowa prairie. The 
central spire was retained from the first church 
and rises 150 feet, while the identical but
smaller ones attain heights of 100 feet. Under 
each spire are massive arches. With two at the 
transepts, the structure has five large portals. 
Stone for the 74 X 150-foot church was trans­
ported from quarries at Stone City.
The interior of the church is even more 
remarkable. Almost everv inch is decorated 
with either frescoes or gold leaf and it contains 
over one hundred statues. Also very striking 
are the five large altars. The main altar is of 
highly polished imported Italian marble inlaid 
with mosaics. The reredos (altar backdrop) is of 
carved wood, its many exquisitely carved fin­
ger spires adding to the 40-foot height. Two 
large side altars, and then two large votive 
altars, each of hand-carved wood, flank the 
main altar. Hand-carved stations of the cross 
line the side walls with a German inscription 
under each one. Inscriptions under the mar­
velous stained-glass windows tell of their 
donors.
A legend that may contain a grain of truth 
surrounds the building of these three neigh­
boring churches. New Vienna built its single, 
classic Gothic spire first to a height of 200 feet. 
Next, Dyersville sent up two spires 212 feet. 
Not able to outdo their more numerous neigh­
bors to the southeast in terms of height, 
Petersburg residents simply erected three 
spires.
North of New Vienna the steeple of Holy 
Trinity Church of Luxemburg commands the 
countryside. At what is now the junction of 
Highways 3, 52, and 136, settlers, many of 
whom came from the Grand Duchy of Luxem­
burg, erected this church in 1874 to replace a
small frame church built in the earlv 1860s.
*
The construction of the new church was diffi­
cult, as a tornado struck the town of Luxem­
burg and the partially-completed church 
building in late June 1874 and caused severe 
damage to the church rafters, one wall, and the 
steeple. Yet the Reverend Frederick William 
Oberbroekling and his parishioners were 
determined to see the building project to its
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completion and a generous non-Catholic 
neighbor provided the loan that allowed them 
to repair the damage and finish the church. 
Holy Trinity Church’s 172-foot spire can be 
seen for miles when approaching from any 
direction, although the most compelling view 
is from the north. Of particular note in this 
church are the fourteen stations of the cross, 
hand-carved and imported from Europe, and a 
statue of St. Isidore, patron of farmers, which 
stands just outside the main entrance.
North of Dyersville and New Vienna is the
✓
town of Guttenberg with its twin-spired 
St. Mary s Church. In 1851 Bishop Loras sent 
a missionary priest to the German Catholic 
settlers of the area who then formed the first 
congregation of any denomination in Clayton 
County. A small frame building served as the 
congregation’s first church. A larger facility was 
needed within two years, however, as the pop­
ulation of the parish increased rapidly. In 1853 
a brick church was built that served the con­
gregation’s needs until 1874, when a larger 
church of bluff stone was constructed. By 1902 
the stone church was again judged to be too 
small and construction began on the present 
church, built of St. Louis pressed brick.
Although not as high as the spires of 
St. Francis Xavier in Dyersville, St. Mary’s 
twin spires, covered with copper slate and 
reaching more than 146 feet into the sky, are 
still impressive. The church itself measures 
74 x 152 feet and seats 800. Due to a 1960s 
renovation, the interior is much plainer than 
one might expect in a German Gothic church. 
Neither the walls nor side windows are ornate. 
The main altar, a high Gothic altar of carved 
wood, is very imposing. The side altars were 
removed during the 1960s and in 1980 an 
attempt was made to restore them in “grotto” 
style. Also of note are the rose window in the 
choir loft and two original paintings over the 
transepts, one of the Annunciation and the 
other of the death of St. Joseph.
Elkader, the county seat of Clayton County,
contains a true poem in stone. St. Joseph’s is 
the result of how the Irish settlers of Elkader 
believed a church should look. Various Irish 
missionary priests were sent to serve the settle­
ment in the 1840s and 1850s by Bishop Loras 
and they offered mass in a log cabin until 1856. 
In that year the Reverend Peter McGinnis was 
assigned to take charge of the parish and he 
directed the building of the first rock church, 
which is still standing. The planning and con­
struction of the present St. Joseph’s was super­
vised by the Reverend J.F. Reilly between 
1897 and 1900, when the church was com­
pleted. Limestone for both the old and the new 
church was taken from a quarry on the hill 
directly behind the church.
Although smaller than other churches built 
during this period, its simple, pure Gothic 
lines and its picturesque setting make it 
extremely attractive. Its size is 50 x 85 feet and 
it was designed to seat 500, although a 1960s 
renovation reduced the seating capacity to 350. 
Standing before the single front entrance, one 
automatically follows the thin spire up to its 
height of 142 feet. High up on the spire is a 
statue of St. Joseph gazing protectively over 
the town. The interior of the church is bright 
with very little ornamentation and, in keeping 
with the Irish tradition, the windows are of 
cathedral stained glass but without human fig­
ures. The names of the donors are found under 
each. Unfortunately, much of the pleasing 
Gothic effect of the interior of this church has 
been diminished by a renovation which was 
undertaken in the 1960s. The main altar was 
cut down and painted white and the side altars 
were removed.
West of Elkader, in the hills of northwest 
Fayette Gounty, lies the isolated village of 
St. Lucas. St. Luke’s Parish traces its origin to 
the “Old Mission Church, a log church built 
for the Winnebago Indians on the famous Neu-
Opposite: St. Boniface Church, New Vienna, (pho­
tograph by Ivan E. Wolf, Dubuque)


Opposite: Not one, not two, but three spires define the exterior of the Church of SS. Peter and Paul, 
Petersburg, (courtesy Church of SS. Peter and Paid) Above: An interior view of the church, c. 1910, shows 
the arrangement of the intricately-carved main altar and the two large side altars. Note also the design and 
placement of the pulpit. (SHS1)
tral Gound. In 1848 the Indians were forcibly 
removed to Minnesota and the next spring 
immigrant families began to move in and buy 
the land from the government. Missionary 
priests visited the area occasionally and wor­
ship services were held in an old log church to 
which people came from miles around.
A fire destroved the "Old Mission Church
✓
in 1853 and precipitated a minor crisis. By that 
time four tiny settlements had sprung up with 
Germans at Festina and St. Lucas, Czechs at 
Spillville, and Irish at W aucoma. Each group 
wanted the new church to be located at their 
site. The final result was a new parish at each of 
the four locations.
The St. Lucas Germans built their own log 
church in the spring and summer of 1855 with 
land, logs, and labor all donated. In fifteen 
years it was too small and a new church of brick
was constructed. An addition to the church 
built in 1883 only temporarily solved the over­
crowded situation and in 1914 the present 
Gothic house of worship was built by the Rev­
erend Francis X. Boeding, pastor of the parish 
for forty-six years. It is a twin-towered church 
of red brick, measuring 68 X 140 feet and seat­
ing 700, and its commanding location on a hill 
above the village makes it visible for many 
miles. The interior is blessed with excep­
tionally beautiful Bavarian stained-glass win­
dows. In fourteen different scenes they portray 
the life of Christ as told in St. Luke s Gospel. 
The original Gothic main and side altars are 
still in place, as well as the original organ with 
640 pipes. In the left transept is a large statue 
of the Agony in the Garden of Gethsemane, 
and at the far right is a copy of the Pietà.
Directly north of St. Lucas are two Bohe-
mian churches of note located in southern Win­
neshiek County. St. John Nepomucene of Fort 
Atkinson is a daughter parish of St. Wen- 
ceslaus of Spillville. After the abandonment of 
Fort Atkinson and the removal of the Win­
nebago in 1848, settlers gradually moved in to 
fill the vacuum. The settlers included Bohe­
mians and Germans but the Czechs, moving 
south from Spillville, predominated. Having 
no church building of their own, they attended 
services either in Spillville or Festina.
At a meeting on November 15, 1873, they 
determined to end that inconvenience and 
bring about the erection of a church. That origi­
nal church, designed and constructed by the 
people themselves, is still in use today. That 
meeting of early settlers was presided over by
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Intricate wood carvings and 
frescoes mark the interior of the 
Church of SS. Peter and Paul. 
Clockwise from top left: The main 
altar and backdrop (the scenes to 
the right and left of the taberna­
cle, the Crucifixion and the Resur­
rection, can be swiveled 180° to 
reveal the figures of angels); the 
miraculous draught of fishes, one 
of eight paintings along the grand 
arch (photograph by Ivan E. 
Wolf); the St. Joseph and Blessed 
Virgin Mary side altars; and one 
of the fourteen hand-carved sta­
tions of the cross which line the 
side walls, (courtesy Church oj 
SS. Peter and Paul)
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A dated view of the remarkable interior of St. Mary’s Church, Guttenberg, long before its 1960s 
renovation removed the side altars and much of the remarkable detail work. (courtesy St. Mary’s Church)
instances he received as little as fifty cents, but 
the Sluka farm and the new church were saved.
Over the years, several additions have been 
made to this original structure. In 1886 the 
pastor, Reverend Bohumil Kramolis, found it 
necessary to enlarge the church by adding the 
sanctuary and two sacristies. Reverend Francis 
Vrba arrived as pastor in 1895 and four years 
later extended the church to the front and 
added a belfry. A left wing of native stone was 
added in 1948 and a side entrance in 1949. The 
enlarged church now measures 48 X 90 feet and 
although each addition is discernible, they 
blend together excellently and the result is 
most pleasing.
A rounded ceiling, with no pillars or vaulted 
arches, gives the interior of this Gothic church 
a different appearance. The three original 
Gothic altars are still in place. An oil painting of 
St. John Nepomucene, one of the patron saints
John Votava who donated the land on which to 
build the church. No architect was employed 
by the people of Fort Atkinson; they simply 
designed it themselves and began to build it 
the following May. The stone structure, 
48 X 70 feet, with walls 24 feet high, was com­
pleted in 1875.
But their money ran out before the roof was 
put on. There stood the four walls with no roof. 
Joseph Sluka then mortgaged his farm, borrow­
ing the money to put a roof on the church. Then 
came crop failure in the Fort Atkinson area. 
The insurance company which had loaned the 
money to Sluka was going to foreclose the loan 
and there was serious danger that he would 
lose his farm and the congregation would lose 
its church. At this critical moment, Father 
Francis X. Boeding came over from St. Lucas 
and traveled from farm to farm collecting 
money to pay the interest on the loan. In some
k x,_ 'J4\
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of Bohemia, on the high altar, shows him hold­
ing a finger to his lips to express the sanctity of 
the seal of confession. He was murdered in 
1393 protecting this sacred trust. Two paint­
ings above the side altars depict Mary with the 
Christ Child and the marriage of Mary and 
Joseph. Along each wall are the stations of the 
cross, painted on copper. The pipe organ was 
installed in 1921.
Justly famous for its Bily clocks, tiny 
Spillville, only five miles north of Fort Atkin­
son, has another priceless treasure. St.
Wenceslaus Church is one of the outstanding 
churches of the rural Midwest. The wrought- 
iron arch, set up in 1910 for the church’s golden 
jubilee; the Bohemian letters proudly pro­
claiming the name of this church; the long 
stairway; the oblique approach; the eastern 
European decorative cupolas; — everything 
seems to suggest the unique qualities of St. 
Wenceslaus.
The Germans were the first to arrive, set­
tling in the area as early as 1849. The next year 
Joseph Spielman arrived and erected a mill on
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St. Joseph’s Church is the 
result of how the Irish set­
tlers of Elkader believed a 
church should look, (cour­
tesy the author)
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St. Luke s Church, in St. Lucas, under construction in early October 1914. Few photographs of the 
building process of these massive Gothic churches have survived, (courtesy St. Luke s Church)
a creek near its confluence with the Turkey 
River. The spot acquired the name of 
“Spielville, later to be spelled Spillville. 
Other Germans followed and settled to the 
south, where they built a small log church. This 
was replaced in 1856 by the present St. Clem­
ent Church which still stands guard over the 
little cemetery a mile south of Spillville. The 
parish has long since been absorbed into St. 
Wenceslaus.
The first Czech settlers arrived in the spring 
of 1854. Others followed, taking up land in the 
recently abandoned Indian lands, and soon 
some fifty Czech families were living in the 
area and beginning to feel the need of a church 
of their own. The Germans of St. Clement 
made them feel less than welcome. After con­
sidering sites east and west of town, the Czechs 
decided to build their church on the hill over­
looking the town itself. As yet they had no 
pastor to direct the construction, so the people 
did the work themselves. On May 16, 1860,
Reverend Henrv Federman of Festina came to 
bless and lav the cornerstone of the new 
church. Limestone and lumber were taken 
from the surrounding hills and men, women, 
and children all joined in the work of construc­
tion. Work progressed so rapidly that on 
September 28 of the same year, the feast of St. 
Wenceslaus, Father Federman returned, 
together with his German choir, to celebrate 
the first mass in the new church and to dedicate 
it to St. Wenceslaus, king and martyr, patron of 
the land which these pioneers had left.
But as yet they had no pastor of their own. 
Bishop Loras of Dubuque was finding it diffi­
cult to secure Czech priests to send to his ever- 
increasing Bohemian flock. Reverend Anthony 
Urban was appointed in 1865 and remained 
two years. In 1867 the Reverend Francis 
Mikota arrived and remained as pastor for 
more than thirteen years. (The American Cath­
olic Church was already coming of age; Father 
Mikota’s parents had been among the first set-
news for membersSTATEHISTORICALDEPARTMENT
Office of the State Historical Society
Banquet in Cedar Falls: Leland L. Sage's Distinguished Career Recognized
The annual banquet of the State His­
torical Society of Iowa was held at the 
Broom Factory Restaurant in Cedar 
Falls on 22 June 1985. Margaret N. 
Keyes, a member of the board of trust­
ees from Iowa City, acted as emcee for 
the evening and introduced the mem­
bers of the Board of Trustees and the 
Iowa State Historical Board who were 
present. She also presented the 1985 
awards for achievement in state and 
local history and announced the w in­
ner of the 1985 Trustees' Award. 
Joseph W. Walt, chairman of the Iowa 
State Historical Board, then presented 
Dr. Leland L. Sage (left) with a special 
lifetime achievement award recogniz­
ing Sage's fifty-three years of dis­
tinguished service to history and to the 
history of the state of Iowa, a career 
that included thirty-five years as a 
member of the faculty at the Univer­
sity of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls. Dr. 
Sage's award took the form of a spe­
cial citation issued by Governor Terry 
Branstad. Lastly, in place of the more 
traditional banquet address, ISHD 
staff members described the depart­
ment's various services, programs, 
and ongoing special projects. Repre­
senting the department were: Carol L. Ulch, deputy director; Christie Dailey, director of publications; 
Lowell J. Soike, director/deputy state historic preservation officer; and Nancy L. Kraft, head of the 
ISHD's Iowa City library. The chairman of the state historical board, Dr. Joseph W. Walt, concluded 
the evening's program with a description of the new state historical museum. The staff of the ISHD 
should like to thank the banquet arrangements committee and members of the Cedar Falls Historical 
Society for their time and hard work toward a successful banquet for State Historical Society of Iowa 
members. The cooperative support provided by the University of Northern Iowa was also very much 
appreciated. And to one and all: Join us again next year — in Iowa City.
New Executive Director for the Iowa State Historical Department
David E. Crosson assumed his new duties as executive director of the ISHD on 9 August 1985. An Iowa 
native, Crosson received his B.S. from Drake University, taught for one year at Franklin Junior High 
School in Des Moines, and then returned to school for graduate training. He received his M.A. in 
history from the University of Texas. Crosson's return to Iowa follows three years' service as director of 
the Pittsburgh Children's Museum, 1982 to 1985. Prior to 1982 he served as director of the Allen 
County-Fort Wayne Historical Society in Indiana. In both places he headed successful fund-raising 
drives and moves to new and larger facilities. One challenge facing Crosson as director of the ISHD is 
the completion and opening of the state's new historical museum, scheduled for late summer 1987. 
The experience, energy, and enthusiasm brought by Crosson to his new position should serve him well
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toward meeting that challenge and more. Watch the upcoming issues of News for Members for more 
information.
The Annual Achievement Awards
Trustee Margaret N. Keyes presented five awards for achievement in state and local history at the 
Society's annual banquet in Cedar Falls on 22 june 1985. Certificates of Merit were awarded to: Leland 
L. Sage, for Overall Achievement; and the Research Center for Dubuque Area History, for Publica­
tions. Certificates of Recognition were presented to: Luther Burket, Dora Gersonde, and Mary Sweet, 
for Publications (Stoneware in Cedar Falls); the Nishna Heritage Museum, for Overall Achievement;
m}
and the Sheldon County Historical Society, for Newsletters.
Results of Trustees Election
In the recent election to fill four positions on the State Historical Society of Iowa's Board of 
Trustees, Margaret N. Keyes, Iowa City, was reelected as an at large member, Debby J. 
Zieglowsky, Iowa City, was elected as an at large member, and W illiam L. Talbot, 
Keokuk, was elected to represent the First Congressional District. The board position 
representing the Sixth Congressional District remains vacant.
Iowa Libraries Preserve Local History
A recent Iowa State Historical Department survey of local history collections, policies, and practices in 
Iowa public libraries revealed a high level of activity around the state and suggested that a good starting 
point for local history research may often be the local public library.
The survey was based on data from questionnaires returned by 337 out of the 515 public libraries in 
Iowa to which they were mailed; the percentages in this report have been calculated on the number of 
responses to the individual questions. Additional information about the survey and statistical detail 
may be found in an article in the summer 1985 issue of the Iowa Library Quarterly.
An encouraging 63.0% of the responding libraries reported "actively" collecting local history 
materials and they collect in a variety of formats. The median number of book volumes estimated in the 
local history collections was 12 and 93.6% of the respondents reported holding at least one published 
history of their county. The median number of rolls of microfilmed newspapers was 15 and sizable I 
holdings of loose and bound issues of newspapers were also frequently reported. I
Local history vertical files are maintained by 71.4% of responding libraries, while 66.7% reported 
holdings of photographs, 61.9% of maps, 40.0% of manuscripts, 36.3% of paintings, 29.7% of 
artifacts, 25.5% of oral history tapes, and 18.5% of prints. Several libraries indicated local history 
holdings in other formats as well.
Genealogical materials are actively collected by only 33.5% of the libraries responding, a some­
what lower figure than might have been expected given the widespread interest in this subject. The 
median number of book volumes on genealogy estimated to be in collections was 8.
Only 19.9% actively collect local government publications and only 17.0% reported holdings of 
unpublished local government records. That only 16.7% of respondents indicated status as official 
depositories for a local unit of government helps explain the low level of collecting activity in this area I 
of potentially high historical interest. I
The 54.9% who reported active historical or genealogical organizations in their communities I 
indicated that the libraries cooperate with such groups in a variety of ways. Forty-three provide a I 
regular meeting place for such organizations and 48 provide shelf space for their libraries. Twenty I 
have received financial gifts from these organizations, 62 have received gifts of books or other I 
materials, 21 have benefited from volunteer help provided by organization members, and 22 reported I 
some other cooperative arrangement. Most of the responding libraries (87.3%) refer local history and I 
genealogical questions to authorities on the subject in their communities. I
Librarians who are interested in establishing or expanding local history collections may benefit from I 
two Society publications. "The Public Library and Local History," Technical Sheet No. 15, and I 
Genealogical Research Information for the Local Public Library," may be obtained free of charge I 
from the State Historical Society of Iowa, 402 Iowa Avenue, Iowa City, Iowa 52240. — William M. I 
Cochran, Patron Services Librarian, Public Library of Des Moines I
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Iowa History Symposium on November 2
The Iowa State Historical Department and the State Historical Society of Iowa w ill sponsor a sym-
Iposium in Iowa history to be held in Iowa City on Saturday, 2 November 1985. The subject of the symposium w ill be "The Watershed Years: 1912-1926." The meeting is intended to appeal to local historians, public historians, academic historians, and teachers of history in Iowa's schools. Four 
speakers w ill offer topical analyses of the period based on their research: Nancy Derr w ill look at 
political issues and theelection of 1916; Richard Kirkendall w ill look at agricultural journalism and the 
farm depression of the 1920s; Christie Dailey w ill look at rural life and rural communities, 1910-1930; 
and George McDaniel w ill look at the Republican party in Iowa and the election of 1926. james 
Morton Smith w ill serve as the symposium's keynote speaker. In his address, Smith w ill explore the 
need for greater cooperation among academic, public, and local historians and stress the areas of 
common interest among these groups as a charge for future work.
CALENDAR OF COMING EVENTS, 1985-1986
October Iowa History Month
October 24-26 Plains Anthropological Conference, Iowa City
October 26-27 Iowa Genealogical Society, Des Moines
October 26 Iowa Local Historical and Museum Association, Des Moines
October 27-29 Iowa Museum Association, Iowa City/West Branch
Oct. 28-Nov. 1 Society of American Archivists, Austin, Texas
Oct. 31-Nov. 3 Oral History Association, Pensacola, Florida
November 2 Iowa History Symposium & Iowa College Teachers of History, Iowa City
Nov. 12-15 Southern Historical Association Annual Meeting, Houston, Texas 
Nov. 29-30 Illinois History Symposium, Springfield, Illinois
December 10 National Archives and Record Administration Preservation Conference,
Washington, D.C.
Dec. 27-30 American Historical Association Annual Meeting, New York, NY 
March 13-15 Missouri Valley History Conference, Omaha, Nebraska
New Look for the Goldfinch: Send it to Your Favorite Young Iowan
This September, subscribers of the Goldfinch found a bird of a different feather in their mailboxes. The 
Goldfinch, the magazine of Iowa history for children published by the Iowa State Historical Depart­
ment, began its seventh volume this fall with a new look.
"The new Goldfinch looks more like a children's magazine — which is what it is," explained 
Ginalie Swaim, Goldfinch editor since August 1984. "What hasn't changed is the high-quality 
presentation of Iowa history of the first five volumes under the editorship of Margaret Bonney."
The Goldfinch now has a twenty-four-page, glossy format. Printing the magazine on a white, coated 
paper enhances photographs and artwork. Changing the magazine's page size allows for more design 
possibilities.
Several short articles about a particular aspect of Iowa history continue to be the core of each issue. 
But the articles are accompanied by word games, maps, crafts, and other activities. The four issues 
each school year follow the chronology of American history. For example, the first issue this year was 
about prehistoric Iowa. The last issue, next April, w ill be about Iowa in the Great Depression. For 
upper elementary and junior high school teachers, the Goldfinch can be used for Iowa history units or
I to accompany American history units. Emphasis on reading and writing also links the magazine to language arts classes.New to the magazine are several departments that w ill appear each issue. These include "History 
Mystery" (in which readers try to guess the purpose or story behind the photograph of an artifact or 
event) and "The People of Iowa" (which features an ethnic group in Iowa). "Good Times" presents 
information about holidays, games, or foods from Iowa's past. "Pass It On" lists further sources and 
places to visit, useful to teachers or to other adults who enjoy sharing history with youngsters.
The Goldfinch brings the materials of the Iowa State Historical Department's collections (and other 
collections in the state) to the children of Iowa. Historical illustrations, updated research, photographs 
of artifacts, and primary source material appear in each issue. Goldfinch readers are also encouraged 
to submit letters, artwork, or writing for possible publication in the "History-Makers" section. "We 
want the children of Iowa to realize that they, too, can be involved in preservation and in the creation 
of the historic record of Iowa," Ginalie explained. "I'm  eager to publish from our archives the primary
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sources that were written by children. But the 'History-Makers' section is for today's children. This 
section is for the history projects in which they have a hand — projects in their schools, communities, 
or homes."
A gift subscription to the Goldfinch is one way to pass on to young people an interest in history and 
appreciation of one's heritage. As holidays or birthdays approach, consider a gift subscription for your 
favorite young lowans — the children in your family, the ten-year-old next door, or your newspaper 
carrier, for example. Or consider a gift subscription to your town's public or school library, the 
pediatric wing of the local hospital, or youth clubs.
"Learning about history and about Iowa can happen outside the classroom, too, because essentially 
it means learning about oneself and how one fits into the world. The Goldfinch presents history in 
terms that children can understand. Sometimes that's through the written word, sometimes it's through 
hands-on activities involving skills and interests other than reading. And sometimes it's through just 
plain fun," Cinalie said.
Since 1984 the Goldfinch has been available in single-copy subscriptions as well as in classroom 
quantities. A single-copy subscription (four issues per school year) is $5.00. Those with Family 
Memberships in the State Historical Society of Iowa receive the Goldfinch as well as the Palimpsest 
and News for Members for $17.50 per year. Those with Benefiting Memberships also receive the 
Annals of Iowa. (The Goldfinch classroom subscription rate is $25.00 for 30 copies of all four issues.) 
An order bank is provided here for your convenience.
—  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  — c lip  on dotted line (or p h o to co p y )- — —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —
IO W A STATE HISTORICAL DEPARTMENT
Please check which subscription or State Historical Society of Iowa membership you would like:
Goldfinch ($5.00; four issues per school year)
SHSI Family Membership ($17.50; Goldfinch, Palimpsest, and News for Members) 
SHSI Benefiting Membership ($22.50; Goldfinch, Palimpsest, News for Members, and 
Annals of Iowa)
Name_______
Mailing Address 
C ity_________ State Zipcode
I would like to give the following gift subscriptions, as marked below, to:
Gift Recipient's Name
Mailing Address____
C ity______________ State Zipcode
□  Goldfinch only
□  SHSI Family □  SHSI Benefiting
Gift Recipient's Name
Mailing Address____
C ity______________ State Zipcode
□  Goldfinch only
□  SHSI Family □  SHSI Benefiting
Your Name___
Mailing Address 
C ity_________ State Zipcode
Send your subscription order to
Membership Clerk
Iowa State Historical Department
402 Iowa Avenue
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
c lip  on dotted line (or photocopy)
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The Third Annual Trustees' Award Received by Dean Gabbert
T*?, /
PALIMPSEST
MAS«.« V4»A* *1
The winner of the 1985 Trustees' Award was announced at the 
State Historical Society of Iowa's annual banquet, held in Cedar 
Falls on 22 June 1985. The SHSI members' choice for the best 
article published in th e Palimpsest during calendar year 1984 
was Dean Gabbert's "The Death of an American College: A 
Retrospective Look," which appeared in the November/ 
December issue. The trustees would like to thank the members 
who voted this year, and hope that the interest in this award 
continues to grow.
A Call for Papers for the MVHC
The Twenty-ninth Annual Missouri Valley History Conference w ill meet in Omaha, Nebraska, 
March 1 3-15, 1986. Conference sessions w ill include topics in American, European, and other fields 
of history, as well as interdisciplinary and methodological studies. Proposals for panels and papers 
should be submitted as soon as possible (by November 1985) to Professor Marian P. Nelson, Program 
Coordinator, 1986 MVHC, Department of History, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, 
Nebraska 68182. Proposals should include the paper abstracts and brief curriculum vitae of session 
participants. Persons interested in serving as moderators or commentators are also invited to write to 
the program coordinator and indicate their areas of expertise.
A Call for Papers for the Dakota History Conference
The Eighteenth Annual Dakota History Conference w ill be held on the campus of Dakota State 
College, Madison, South Dakota, on 11 and 12 April 1986. The director of the conference is 
requesting papers on the history of South Dakota, Dakota Territory, or the Upper Great Plains Region. 
Awards w ill be presented for the best papers received in each of two categories: professional and 
amateur. There w ill also be awards presented for the best papers in two topic areas: military and 
institutional history. The deadline for submitting papers is 31 January 1986. For more information 
about submitting papers, contact: Herb Blakely, Director, Dakota History Conference, Dakota State 
College, Madison, South Dakota 57042-1799.
Selected Recent Manuscript Acquisitions
Christensen, Opal J. Writings, 1967-1982. Sherrill, Iowa. 15 pamphlets, typescript. Miscellaneous essays on farm, 
family, and religious life by a farm woman and mother of nine children who lived near Sherrill, Iowa. 
Essays concern nature, seasons, farm work, domestic work, children, holidays and celebrations, church 
and religious activities, travels and family, and local history. Donor: Opal J. Christensen. 
Fredericksen, Carl L. “ The Proposed Japanese-American Relocation Center at Scattergood Hostel: an Idea and its 
Rejection, West Branch, Iowa, January-March, 1943.“  Seminar paper, 1984. 70p. typescript. Research 
paper written in 1984 for a University of Iowa seminar traces the history of the plan to convert the 
Scattergood Refugee Hostel at West Branch, Iowa, into a relocation center for Japanese-Americans in 
1943. Includes origins of idea, leading proponents and opponents, roles of local Society of Friends, 
Methodist Church, American Friends Service Committee, American Legion, War Relocation Authority, 
and local public opinion. Account for the plan and its failure is based on detailed analysis of primary 
documents and tape-recorded interviews. Includes bibliography and footnotes. Donor: Carl L. Freder­
icksen.
Dailey, Christie. “ The Family On The Farm: A Case Study of Rural Exchange Networks." University of Iowa 
seminar paper, 1984. 33p. photocopy of typescript. Paper based largely on the manuscript diaries of 
Emily Hawley Gillespie for the years 1858 to 1888 is a case study of the life of one midwestern farm 
family near Manchester, Iowa, and the networks within which the family lived. The family is considered 
as a paradigmatic example of the interlocking spheres of exchange that took place throughout the 
region. Donor: Christie Dailey.
Iowa Yearly Meeting of Friends (Conservative). Minutes, 1983. One volume. Typescript. Minutes of the 106th
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annual session of the Iowa Yearly Meeting of Friends (Conservative) held at Hickory Grove Meet­
inghouse on the campus of Scattergood School, near West Branch, Iowa, from the 3rd to the 7th of 
August, 1983. Includes also Report of Quaker United Nations Correspondent, Report On The Associ­
ated Committee Of Friends On Indian Affairs, Friends World Committee Report, Treasurer's Report, 
Auditing Committee Report, Trustees' Report, Scattergood Friends School Report, Scattergood School 
Farm Report, William Penn House Report, Yearly Meeting Statistics, Directory of Members and State of 
Meeting Reports from Ames, Bear Creek, Coal Creek, Des Moines Valley, Iowa City, Lincoln, Pas­
adena, PaulIina, Penn Valley, West Branch, and Whittier. Donor: Robert Berquist.
Baker, Benjamin F. Letters, 1861-1862. 26p. photocopies of typescript. Thirteen letters written by Benjamin F.
Baker, a private in the Fourteenth Iowa Volunteer Infantry to Minnie Fox of Kingston, Des Moines 
County, Iowa, between 20 November 1861 and 27 March 1862. Baker was a resident of Kossuth, Iowa. 
He enlisted 26 October 1861 and was mustered 6 November 1861. He served at Fort Benton, Fort 
Henry, Fort Donelson, and Pittsburg Landing. Just before the Battle of Shiloh he became ill and was sent 
to Jefferson Barracks, St. Louis, where he died in hospital 20 April 1862. Baker's letters are mostly 
concerned with camp life and conditions, diet, health, duties and recreations of soldiers, encounters 
with the enemy, and descriptions of camps, forts, and battlefields. There is also one letter to Minnie Fox 
from a government undertaker informing her of the facts of the death of Benjamin Baker. Donor: 
Dr. Larry R. Brown.
Birdsall, Benjamin. 1858-1916. Speech. 14p. typescript. Memorial Day address at Arlington National Cemetery, 
30 May 1906, by Congressman Benjamin Birdsall of Iowa. Birdsall served in the 58th, 59th, and 60th 
Congresses as a Republican representing Iowa's third congressional district. He practiced law in Clarion 
for many years and served as judge of the 11 th judicial district for seven years, 1894-1901. Donor: Mrs. 
June Birdsall Sanders.
Simpson, H.E. "A Christian Teacher." 2p. photocopy of typescript. Two-page biographical sketch of Professor 
Charles G. Simpson by Professor H.E. Simpson. Professor Charles G. Simpson taught mathematics and 
religion at the University of Iowa, Missouri Wesleyan College, Hodding College, Michigan College of 
Mines, Iowa State University, Pennsylvania State College, and Milwaukee College of Engineering. He 
died at Milwaukee in 1932. Donor: Paul D. Simpson.
Williamson, S.H. Teachers' Certificates, 1886-1893. Wright County, Iowa. 1 folder. Five first class teachers' 
certificates issued by the Office of County Superintendent, Wright County, Iowa, to S. Howard 
Williamson in the years 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, and 1890. Three similar certificates issued to Miss 
Ruth A. Cooler, wife of S. Howard Williamson, in 1892 and 1893 at Wright County, Iowa. Also a 1916 
poem by S. Howard Williamson praising his wife and a Williamson family genealogical chart. Donor: 
Raymond Williamson.
Booker, Col. Brooks. Addition to collection. Scrapbook, 1967. Iowa City, Iowa. 1 voi. and 3 folders. Scrapbook 
concerns Col. Booker's retirement from the Air Force and his position as professor and head of aerospace 
studies at the University of Iowa, his new position as associate director of conferences and institutes at 
the University of Iowa, his candidacy for election to the Iowa City City Council, and his civic activities. 
Other additions to the Booker collection include materials relating to Johnson County Republican 
Women's Club, National League of American Pen Women, Goodwill Industries, and the University 
Club. Donor: Mrs. Edna Booker.
Iowa Medical Society Oral History Project. Addition to collection. 2 folders. Tape recording and typescript 
transcription of John Colloton, director of University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, interviewed by 
Dr. A.L. Sahs at Dr. Sahs' office, 10 January 1985. Tape recording and typescript transcription of Dr. 
James Corbett interviewed by Dr. A.L. Sahs at Dr. Sahs' office, 7 January 1985. Donor: Dr. A.L. Sahs.
Krob, Joseph T. Letters, 1898-1899. 17p. photocopies of typescript transcriptions of letters from an Iowa soldier in 
the Spanish-American War that were printed in the Solon Economy. Joseph T. Krob, a resident of Solon, 
Iowa, was a bass player in the band of the 49th Regiment of Iowa Infantry. Letters are from Camp 
McKinley at Des Moines, Iowa, Camp Cuba Libre at Jacksonville, Florida, Camp Columbia at Havana, 
Cuba, and Savannah, Georgia. Letters concern camp life, movements of regiment, health of soldiers and 
climate. Donor: SHSI Library.
Nichols, Townsend Burt, 1874-1942. Records, 1911-1918. 5 vols. holograph. Four account books, 1911-1914, 
of Nichols Auto Company, Nichols, Iowa, which was operated by Townsend Burt Nichols and sold 
autos, auto supplies, gasoline and oil, and offered repairs and service. Also one account book, kept by 
T.B. Nichols as treasurer of the Liberty Campaign Club, Nichols, Iowa, a local branch of the national 
War Work Campaign. Donor: Charlene Hixon.
Thompson, James Monroe, 1833-1906. Papers, 1862-1867. 1 folder. Eleven documents concerning the Civil War 
career of James Monroe Thompson, a resident of Dahlonega, Iowa. He enlisted in the Union Army on 
7 August 1862 as a First Sergeant and was assigned to Company H, 36th Iowa Volunteer Infantry. On 
3 June 1863 he was promoted to Second Lieutenant. He was taken prisoner at Mark's Mills, Arkansas, 
on 25 April 1864 and imprisoned for ten months at Tyler, Texas. He was freed in a prisoner exchange 
and promoted to First Lieutenant on 8 January 1865. Documents include Thompson's mustering in and 
mustering out papers, his appointment as First Lieutenant, records of clothing and equipment issued by 
Thompson to soldiers in his work as quartermaster of Company H and several written orders that he
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received. Donor: Carrolle Thompson.
Colbert, Thomas B. "1878: James Baird Weaver and the Democrats." Seminar paper, University of Iowa, January 
1970. 37p. mimeographed. Carefully documented research paper traces the rise of the Greenback party 
in Iowa centering on the career of Greenback leader James Baird Weaver. Paper includes background on 
Weaver, post-Civil War Iowa politics and monetary controversies. Approximately one-half of the paper 
is a detailed analysis of the issues and personalities involved in Weaver's successful 1878 campaign for 
election to Congress from Iowa's sixth congressional district. Donor: Dr. Loren N. Horton.
Williams, Joshua, 1879-1964. Newspaper clippings, 1958-1964. Photocopies. Addition to collection. Seven 
biographical newspaper clippings concerning Joshua Williams, Iowa diarist and teacher, including 
tributes and an obituary. Also a photograph of Williams and a sheet of his letterhead stationery. Donor: 
Alice Bancroft.
Recent Additions to the Photograph Collection
Iowa views. 4 postcards of West Bend Grotto, Morningside College in Sioux City, Iowa, and Union Park Aviary in 
Des Moines, Iowa. Donor: John E. Carter, curator of photographs, Nebraska Historical Society.
First Christian Reformed Church, Wellsburg, Iowa. 15 original photos loaned for copying, including views of 
church, pastors, and church members, c. 1910-1950s. Donor: First Christian Reformed Church, 
Wellsburg, Iowa, through Harold Eiten.
Lord Family. 135 glass plate negatives, 20 glass lantern slides, and a collection of antique photographic equipment 
relating to the Lord family, rural Johnson County residents, c. 1900-1915. Donor: Ruth Hunter Lord.
World War I. 5 original photographs including panoramic views of Camp Cody, Deming, New Mexico, 1917, and 
Camp Donipahan and Fort Sill, Oklahoma, c. 1917. Also 1 family tree for Sunderlin family, 1 bundle of 
literature relating to Red Cross work and knitting, c. 1917-1918, and 1 newspaper section about Fred 
Kent, photographer, Iowa City Press-Citizen, July 1, 1976. One photo of football game between Iowa 
and Iowa State loaned for copying. Donor: Mrs. Warren Burger.
Ransom Family. Miscellaneous photos including one postcard souvenir folder containing 24 color views of 
Des Moines, one photo of procession or parade, one unidentified portrait of a woman taken by Monfort 
and Hill of Burlington, and one group of negatives of liquor still and finger prints (1922). Donor: Mrs. 
Donald E. Ullrich.
Wylie, Robert B. 47 contact prints of original glass plate negatives from Iowa Lakeside Laboratory, 1909-1927. 
Courtesy Iowa Lakeside Laboratory.
Williams, Joshua. 1 original photograph of Joshua Williams, c. 1940s for portrait file and miscellaneous man­
uscript material for diary collection. Donor: Mrs. Alice Bancroft.
St. Donatus and Jackson County, Iowa. 5 original postcard photos and 2 postcard views of St. Donatus; 1986 
historical calendar published by Jackson County Historical Society; St. Donatus Historical Calendar, 
1986; pamphlet on "Bellevue's Historical Places and Sites" by John Gibbs; and "The Luxembourg 
Language of Historic St. Donatus, Iowa." Donor: Nancy E. Kraft.
Burlington, Iowa. 48 color photographs of original watercolor paintings depicting the history of Burlington,
1920-1940, by Dick Beckman. Also a pamphlet explaining the paintings by Beckman, "Burlington, the 
City I Have Known and Loved," 1983. Donor: Dick Beckman.
Farming. 27 photographs of cattle, cattle breeders, hogs, swine breeders, dairy cows and farms in Iowa, and the 
Iowa State Agricultural College at Ames, undated (c. 1920). Donor: Minnesota Historical Society.
Jayne Family. 5 reproductions of Jayne and Fosbury family photos, c. 1900, of Iowa City, Iowa, and Kearney, 
Nebraska. Also 9p. photocopies of genealogy materials prepared by donor. Donor: Charlotte Sturm.
Automobiles. 1 5 x 7  photo of Maralee Sarasio of Des Moines and Darlene Neighbor of Ankeny with their antique 
cars, June 14, 1985. Donor: Public Affairs Office, U.S. Army, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Camp Dodge. 2 postcard photos of Camp Dodge and a well-drilling crew, 1910 and 1918. Donor: Frederick 
Crane.
Pohler, Joseph F. 36 original photos including 4 panoramic views of Camp Dodge and 350th Infantry at Camp 
Dodge, c. 1917; 8 photos of World War I soldiers attached to album page; and 24 photos relating to 
World War II and Iowa City, Iowa, businesses. Also 8 miscellaneous manuscript items including 
discharge papers and miscellaneous news clippings relating to Johnson County soldiers, c. 1917-1930. 
Donor: Myrtle A. Morgan
Stoessel Family. 22 original photos relating to Stoessel family, Ottumwa, Iowa, c. 1890s-1975, including 16 family 
portraits, 1 photo of Ottumwa Coal Palace, 3 photos of Irving School class groups, 1 photo of family 
home, and 1 photo of Stoessel Oil Works. Also memorial honor roll for Co. G, 50th Iowa, from Spanish- 
American War, 1898. Donor: Mary Marth Stoessel Wahl.
Mesquakie Indians. 14 original negatives relating to Mesquakie Indians at Settlement, c. 1960s (10 35mm. and 
4 2x2) ,  taken by Al Ehrhardt. Donor: Al Ehrhardt.
Clinton, Iowa. 1 souvenir album of Clinton and Lyons, Iowa, Hubinger Brothers, Davenport, 1891. Donor: Hank 
Louis, Henry Louis, Inc.
Cedar County, Iowa. 90 original photos loaned for copying by Cedar County Historical Society, c. 1860s-1920.
Includes views of Tipton, Mechanicsville, Lowden, Rochester, etc. Donor: Cedar County Historical 
Society, via Mr. and Mrs. J. Curtis Frymoyer.
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Some New Books in the ISHD's Iowa City Library
Arpy, Jim. The Magnificent Mississippi. Grinnell, IA: Iowa Heritage Gallery/Publications, 1983.
Baker, William R. Villages and Towns of Yesteryear in lefferson County, Iowa. Fairfield, IA: Fairfield Ledger, 1982. 
Bowers, Martha H. Davenport Architecture: Tradition and Transition. Davenport, IA: City of Davenport, 1984. 
Buena Vista County History, 1858-1983. Storm Lake, IA: Buena Vista County Historical Society, 1984. 
Burlington on the Mississippi, 1833-1983. Burlington, IA: Doran & Ward Lith. Co., 1983.
A Century of Memories: Kingsley, 1884-1984. Odebolt, IA: Miller Printing and Publishing, 1984.
A Century of Memories, 1884-1984: Cumberland, Iowa. Cumberland, IA: History Book Committee, 1984. 
Childs, Chandler C. Dubuque, Frontier River City: Thirty-five Historical Sketches. Dubuque, IA: Research Center 
for Dubuque Area History, Loras College, 1984.
Corwin, Margaret, and Helen Hoy. Waterloo, a Pictorial History. Rock Island, IL: Quest Publishing, 1983. 
Curlew, Iowa through the Years, 1884-1984. Newell, IA: Bireline Publishing Co., 1984.
DeFazio, Frank A. Bondurant, a Centennial Celebration, 1884-1984. Bondurant, IA: City of Bondurant, 1984. 
Dietrich, Rob. Railroad Town. Creston, IA: Petznicks, 1980.
Grant, H. Roger. The Com Belt Route: A History of the Chicago Great Western Railroad Company. DeKalb, IL: 
Northern Illinois University Press, 1984.
Guernsey Centennial, 1884-1984. Guernsey, IA: Centennial Book Committee, 1984.
History for Owasa Centennial, 1984. Ackley, IA: Ackley Publishing Co., 1983.
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tiers of 1854.)
During Father Mikota’s pastorate the 
church was extended to its present size. To the 
east, two wings and the sanctuary were added 
and, to the west, a church tower was built. To 
this modest tower Joseph Spielman donated 
the first bells. All the work was done by the 
people themselves who modeled the church 
after the Church of St. Barbara in Kuta Hora, 
Czechoslovakia, remembered by many as a 
place of pilgrimage. A pipe organ was installed 
in 1876 and is still in use today. Antonin 
Dvorak was a member of the parish in 1893 and 
played this organ during church services. 
While a visitor in Spillville, he composed parts 
of the “New World Symphony’ and perhaps 
gained inspiration for writing “Humoresque.”
In St. Wenceslaus there are no pillars and no 
Gothic arches or soaring vaults to give the vis-
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Above: The twin-towered 
St. Luke's Church sits in a 
commanding location on a 
hill above St. Lucas, visible 
to travelers from miles 
away. Right: A 1970s reno­
vation of the interior of 
St. Luke’s Church resulted 
in a very substantial re deco­
ration, although the original 
Gothic main and side altars 
are still in place, as is the 
original organ, (courtesy 
St. Luke’s Church)
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itor a sense of smallness before Infinite Maj­
esty; the ceilings in the nave, transepts, and 
sanctuary are low and round. The usual bal­
cony is present, with its famous organ, and a 
delightful little balcony can also be found in the 
left wing. The main as well as the side Gothic 
altars have been recently restored. A touch of 
the old country can be found in the Gothic 
windows with their Bohemian inscriptions, the 
statue of St. Wenceslaus in a prominent spot 
over the main altar, and St. John Nepomucene 
on a side altar. In addition to the customary 
American and papal Hags, the sanctuary con­
tains the flag of Czechoslovakia. The Reverend 
Francis Mikota is buried in the floor before the 
main altar. Outside, to the east, is the old 
Czech cemetery with its unusual markers.
*  *  *
All of these churches serve flourishing par­ishes today. This would have pleased the 
men and women who built them. Their 
descendants, bearing names found on the very 
first rosters, still till the earth, some on the 
original tracts of land. More importantly, they 
hold dear many of the same values which moti­
vated their ancestors to sacrifice time, money, 
land, and effort to construct a house fitting for 
their God. While it is true that at times the 
motives may have been a bit confusing — the 
desire to have a town’s temple surpass that of 
other towns can be very strong — nev­
ertheless, the desire to please the Creator was 
primary. The virtues of piety, responsibility, 
and loyalty to the parish, as well as devotion to 
hard work and a sense of morality, still charac­
terize these people of the land. Many point 
with pride to their church as the one object in 
their community of which they can be proud. 
To enhance its beauty is a financial sacrifice 
they are still willing to make. In most cases, the 
town and the parish remain virtually identical.
A definite pattern of building threads its way 
through the construction of these parish
churches. The first step was the construction of 
a small log church to replace the houses or 
other secular buildings in which services were 
held or the reliance upon neighboring 
churches. A second, or intermediary, step was 
the construction of a stone or brick church 
which all too soon proved inadequate. The 
third and final step was the erection of the 
present structure. Construction was either 
directed by a hired architect or the pastor of the 
parish although St. John Nepomucene of Fort 
Atkinson and St. Wenceslaus of Spillville both 
prove exceptions to the pattern. In both 
instances the first stone church was not torn 
down to make way for a new one, but was 
simply enlarged and is still in use today. Also, 
no professional architect or pastor designed 
and directed the building of these two 
churches. Everything was done by the people 
themselves.
Ethnicity has always played an important
role in American historv. To believe it had no
✓
impact on the building of churches would be a 
mistake. Naturally, while the Americanization 
process was incomplete, immigrants wished to 
have social intercourse with their own, particu­
larly in matters of worship. When no church of 
their own nationality was available, they either 
conducted lay services or drove to a neighbor­
ing church. In that era the universal Latin mass 
would guarantee that a great deal would be 
familiar, yet somehow it would still have a 
foreign flavor. And since the sermon was in 
the language of the congregation a one-hour 
homily must have been excruciating for visitors 
of a different ethnic background. This fact 
would have been one of the chief motivators in 
the building of churches, since the sermon was 
a major means of religious instruction. One 
must also remember the church schools which
Opposite: St. John Nepomucene Church in Fort 
Atkinson. The original structure was completed in 
1875, although additions to the church have been 
made as indicated by the needs of the congregation.
(courtesy St. John Nepomucene Church)
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in every case were built immediately after the 
church was finished. Instruction in all subjects, 
including religion, took place in the language of 
the old country.
The necessity of dealing with the language 
problem was especially important to the Bohe­
mians. Although they were officially welcomed 
at nearby German parishes and there were 
occasional instances of cooperation, they were 
still made to feel the sting of ancient ani­
mosities. The Irish had an easier time with the 
English language and sometimes liked to lord it 
over the Germans and Bohemians. Use of the 
native tongue continued for many years and 
German and Bohemian can still be heard in 
such places as Petersburg, St. Lucas, and 
Spillville.
There was also a decided pattern in the style 
of the church each ethnic group built. All were 
of Gothic design, yet with definite differences. 
The Germans tended to use red brick as at 
Dyersville, Luxemburg, Guttenberg, and St. 
Lucas. The Irish and Bohemians tended to use 
stone as can be observed in the churches at 
Elkader, Cascade, Temple Hill, and Gar- 
ryowen. The churches at New Vienna and 
Petersburg are exceptions to this pattern. In all 
cases, churches were modeled after the 
churches in the section of the old country from 
which the immigrants had come whether 
designed by an architect or constructed from 
homemade plans. The interiors also reveal dif­
ferences. German and Czech churches are 
more ornate with greater use of stenciling and 
figured windows. Irish churches are plainer in 
appearance and the windows are often of solid 
colored glass with no human figures. Bohemian 
churches tend to be devoid of the classic 
pointed arch and high vaulted ceiling.
Opposite: Fourteen intricately-designed stained- 
glass windows highlight the Church of SS. Peter 
and Paul in Petersburg. From right to left, three of 
the window images include: the presentation of 
Jesus in the temple; the birth of Christ; the Annun­
ciation. (courtesy Church of SS. Peter and Paul)
A series of so-called renovations of these 
churches has taken place in the past few years. 
Although no church has been left unscathed, 
some have fared better, or worse, than others. 
The worst damage was done to St. Wenceslaus 
of Spillville and St. Joseph s of Elkader. Mag­
nificent Gothic interiors were either ruined or 
altered in most negative fashion. Credit is due 
to the people of Spillville, however, who, in 
recent days, have made great efforts to restore 
their church to its original form and have met 
with a great deal of success. In some cases, such 
as at Dyersville, New Vienna, and Petersburg, 
a priceless treasure was lost when the ornate 
and intricately carved Gothic pulpit was dis­
carded. In St. Luke s of St. Lucas, an added 
box-like reconciliation room, to replace the old 
Gothic confessional, looks like an unwanted 
afterthought.
In countless isolated towns and villages 
throughout northeast Iowa, churches of all 
denominations were the result of an artistic 
vision. The care and efforts that went into the 
design, the masonry, the stained glass, and the 
wood carvings raised these churches to the 
level of artistic treasures. They were built to 
serve a living and changing community and 
thus should not be treated merely as museums. 
Nevertheless, extreme caution should be exer­
cised in the future lest ill-conceived alterations 
lead to disastrous results. Great care should be 
taken to preserve and enhance the beauty and 
glory of these silent sermons in stone and brick 
bequeathed to us by our farsighted ancestors. □
Note on Sources
Published histories of the churches and communities 
examined in this study formed the informational base for 
this article. Such histories — most often published in 
observance of landmark dates in the churches’ histories 
(75 years, 100 years, 125 years) — were available for each 
of the nine churches studied: St. Francis Xavier 
(Dyersville), St. Joseph’s (Elkader), St. John Nepomu- 
cene (Fort Atkinson), St. Mary’s (Guttenberg), Holy 
Trinity (Luxemburg), St. Boniface (New Vienna),
SS. Peter and Paul Church (Petersburg), St. Luke’s 
(St. Lucas), St. Wenceslaus (Spillville). The editor 
should like to thank the pastors of each of these churches 
for their enthusiastic responses to a request for illustra­
tions to accompany this article.
Possessed of a Restless Spirit
A Young Girl’s Memories of the Southern Iowa Frontier
by Brian P. Birch
Textbooks of frontier history suggest that there were two main phases of pioneer 
settlement in the midwestern states. A first 
brief period when footloose frontiersmen 
entered newly-opened areas, but moved 
quickly on when settlement increased and land 
values rose, was followed by a second, longer 
period when settlers arrived to put down roots, 
improve their holdings, and establish commu­
nities. Whereas Americans made up the bulk of 
the frontiersmen, the second wave included 
numbers of foreign-born persons attracted by 
the bountiful cheap land and the opportunity to 
grow with the rural society around them.
Detailed firsthand evidence confirming that 
these early settlement processes applied as 
much in Iowa as elsewhere in the Midwest is 
sparse, however, especially for foreign groups 
like the English. They formed the third most 
numerous group in the state around the middle 
of the last century but because the barrier of 
language did not force them to stick together in 
colonies they dispersed widely across the state, 
leaving behind few written records and little 
evidence of their former existence on the land­
scape. While the growth in their numbers at 
mid-century would suggest they mainly con­
tributed to the phase of settlement which came 
when the frontier had passed on, it seems that, 
unlike other foreign groups, they did not 
always put down very strong roots in Iowa. Not 
only was this the case with the young English 
aristocrats who bought land in and around 
Plymouth County in northwest Iowa in the
© Iowa State Historical Department/Office of the State Histor­
ical Society 1985 0031—0360/85/0910—0174 $1.00
1870s and quickly moved out when their crops 
failed and their funds were exhausted. A much 
smaller working-class group from Yorkshire 
had settled in Clinton County in southeast 
Iowa in 1850 but they had soon moved out 
again, tired of the hard labor, as did many other 
individual Englishmen and their families about 
whom we know far less.
But it was not just the hard work, the harsh 
winters, the crop failures, and the loneliness 
which caused many of the English to leave a 
state which had been promoted in England as 
a land flowing with milk and honey.” Many 
English immigrants became wanderers by vir­
tue of the jobs they chose to pursue in the 
farming regions of Iowa. The reminiscences of 
Hannah Hawke’s early life in southern Iowa at 
mid-century are of interest because they tell of 
the frequent shifts which her parents made 
across the state as they combined farming with 
her father s preaching activities. But these fre­
quent moves across Iowa — six in about twelve 
years — were in part the outcome of what 
Hannah called her father’s “restless spirit. 
Indeed, in 1859, when Hannah was fourteen 
years old, the whole family left Iowa for good to 
spend the rest of their lives in Australia.
Yet the Hawke memoir shows that despite 
this restlessness the family made many good 
friends wherever they settled in Iowa and 
Hannah clearly enjoyed a happy childhood 
there. Hannah was born in Van Buren County 
on January 20, 1845, to Robert and Charlotte 
Hawke who had emigrated from Cornwall, in 
the southwest of England, in 1832 shortly after 
their wedding. Unlike most of the many poorer
Cornish who were then emigrating from the 
mining districts to Wisconsin and other parts of 
the Midwest, the Hawkes were from two mid­
dle-class families of landholders and mer­
chants. But like their compatriots who were 
leaving for America at the time, the Hawkes 
took with them their strong Methodist beliefs 
which later led Robert Hawke to his preaching 
activities.
In the thirteen years before Hannah was 
born, her parents had lived first in New York, 
then on a farm in Pennsylvania about which 
Hannah later wrote, the land was so heavily 
timbered, and so expensive to clear, he 
[Hannah s father] sold the property, and 
moved to Michigan, where he bought another 
property.” Their first two children had by then 
been born so that Hannah s father settled for 
some years in Michigan, “but a restless spirit 
seemed to take possession of him, and hearing 
from friends great accounts of the beautiful 
prairie lands, and other advantages of the state 
of Iowa, he again sold his property and moved 
westward.”
On reaching Iowa, the Hawkes purchased a 
farm in Fairfield Township, Van Buren 
County, where Hannah s father started Meth­
odist church services and her mother taught 
her own and her neighbors’ children, until all 
four of her children and many of the others 
were swept away in an outbreak of diphtheria. 
Hannah was born shortly thereafter, and as she 
was a strong and lively child, her parents 
decided, perhaps unwisely, to move further 
west in Iowa.
* * *
When I was nearly two years of age, my parents received a good offer for their 
farm, which had improved so well, and which 
had become very valuable, and in an evil hour, 
sold and bought another. . . . My father soon 
found he had made a mistake. The place was 
called The Hill Farm, was exposed to westerly
winds and was difficult to cultivate. . . . When 
I was about four years of age, my father sold the 
Hill Farm, and bought one in Lee County 
further east. Another mistake, as the land was 
cold and flat. It was in a good position, being on 
the main road, only six miles from Fort 
Madison on the Mississippi river on one side, 
and the Skunk river, a tributary of the Des 
Moines on the other, two or three miles dis­
tant. I well remember the journey from Van 
Buren County to our new farm. Heavy rain fell; 
the roads were heavy and muddy, and when we 
arrived at the house, we found it surrounded 
by pools of water. I am told I expressed my 
disapproval to my mother, saying: — “This is a 
miserable place” . . . .
But time is a great healer, and I spent many 
happy hours at the Lee County farm. A large 
scrub consisting of dwarf oaks, hazel trees, wild 
cherry and others, was on one side of the road, 
and far into it there were numbers of wild hogs, 
of which we were in wholesome fear, but they 
seldom came out into the open. However, I 
had a rather startling experience in connection 
with a savage sow. After we had been living 
there about two years, I was sent on an errand 
to Mr Larisons and was returning carrying in a 
little can what I had been sent for. There had 
been heavy rain, which left great pools of water 
in the lane, which had become frozen solid. I 
was cautiously walking along, when to my ter­
ror, out rushed that savage animal. I started to 
run, but ice being so slippery, I fell, striking 
the back of my head with such force, that I 
became unconscious. Fortunately for me a 
neighbor was coming along. When he saw the 
animal after me he ran, and with a heavy club 
drove her away. He picked me up and carried 
me home, but I was some time before I 
recovered from the fall and the fright. . . .
My brother, John Pearce, was born here, as 
also my sister, Sarah Elizabeth. My sister, 
Phebe Esther, Pearce and I had many happy 
hours, playing together under the trees and in 
a fine large barn, accompanied by our dog,
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Dash, a most intelligent and affectionate ani­
mal. He would go everywhere with our little 
brother. One evening the little fellow [John 
Pearce] was playing too near a pond and 
slipped in. Dash had evidently endeavored to 
drag the child out and failing in this he rushed 
inside to my mother, who seeing him covered 
with green slime, knew there was something 
wrong. The dog ran before her to the pond 
where the dear little chap was struggling, and 
got him out before he was quite gone. . . .
A few miles from our house lived a family by 
the name of Williamson. They came from Vir­
ginia; had a very nice house, and what was a 
very great charm to us children, a beautiful 
orchard, which bore abundantly all sorts of 
fruit in its season. Very fine apples which they 
used to store in cellars, and those they had no
room for there, were placed in heaps. A thick 
layer of straw was first placed on them and then 
covered two feet, sometimes more, deep with 
earth, to prevent them being frozen in the 
winter. We frequently visited them and they 
always enjoyed spending a day with us. . . . 
Though Mr Williamson came from a slave 
state, he was a staunch Abolitionist and assisted 
many a poor fugitive slave to Canada and free­
dom. He had a brother in Virginia to whom he 
was much attached, though they had very dif­
ferent ideas, and I believe this one owned 
slaves.
Whilst we were living at the Lee County 
farm our brother, John Pearce, died — another 
great trial for my parents. Father had hoped 
that he would be the staff of his declining years, 
but it was not to be. A striking circumstance of
♦ s
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the fidelity and affection of dumb animals was sermons were eloquent, but I being young at 
brought into notice at this time. The dog, that time, they did not appeal to me. . . . 
Dash, who was always the little boy’s compan- Another time we visited a friend of my par- 
ion, would not leave the door of his room, and ents at Salem, a Quaker settlement. All 
after his death, when his cradle was taken out- without exception in the town were anti-slav- 
side, he lay beside it giving piteous howls. ery folk and had bought and freed colored folk. 
After the funeral, he disappeared and we never One old man, the children called Uncle Peter, 
saw him again. was a slave, and made an attempt for freedom,
Father occasionally took the whole family to swam the river and gained the bank, when he 
a “Camp Meeting, where some thousands of was shot in the leg and bloodhounds tore the 
people, young and middle aged, gathered for skin and flesh dreadfully. I saw the scars. After 
protracted services. Ministers and laymen some time he was bought by a kind Quaker and 
from different counties met; tents were erected his freedom given him, but he never saw his 
for the accommodation of those who lived at a wife and two children again. He was old at that 
distance. The position chosen was usually in time, his hair being quite white. He had a 
the woods where the trees grew tall and beautiful voice and would sing to us children, 
straight. The echo of hundreds of voices among There was a very bitter feeling, even then, 
the treetops was entrancing, and I am told the between North and South sympathizers, and
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my father being a strong Abolitionist, suffered 
considerable persecution. At one time, when 
he had a very abundant harvest, wheat and oats 
ready for reaping, his nearest neighbor, who 
was a pro-slavery man, persuaded others to 
refuse to help him garner it. Poor father was in 
sore perplexity. This was before the advent of 
reaping and mowing machines. He went to 
Fort Madison, told his trouble to a blacksmith 
who said, “I am no Abolitionist Mr Hawke, but 
I cannot bear to see anybody persecuted. 1 
have four sons. I will shut up shop and they and 
1 will be along bright and early tomorrow, with 
as many hands as we can muster/ And sure 
enough, when morning came, the fields were 
full of workers, and in a few days all the crop 
was secure. We were told afterwards that the 
man who had behaved so spitefully was greatly 
troubled in his conscience and to his dying day 
regretted his action.
We attended what we called the Stone 
Church. There I had my first experience of 
Sunday School. I used to think my teacher 
Mary Woodmansee the most beautiful girl on 
earth and she was as lovable as she was pretty. 
There was a district school which we attended.
The teacher used to board round, each family
✓
accommodating the teacher one month or six 
weeks. What has left the pleasantest impres­
sion on our minds, however, was the games we 
had in summer, the lovely Bowers and beau­
tiful trees; elm, oak, hickory and others. In 
winter there was the being brought to school 
on sleds, snowballing at recess, as well as skat­
ing and sliding on the frozen creek. I 
remember some of the names of boys who 
attended, some of whom lost their lives after­
wards in the Civil War; Lewis and Herbert 
Wilson, three Woodmansees, David Under­
wood, Josiah and Oscar Deeds, Jasper and 
Fred Spencer and many others. . . .
After residing at this place for some years, my father again sold, and for twelve 
months took duty as Presiding Elder in Davis
County. Before leaving we had a sale. Mr Hart, 
the auctioneer, got good prices for everything 
we had. Father always was particular to have 
his stock well fed and tended, and they repaid 
the attention. It was however a grief to us 
children to part from our much loved dumb 
friends. Our neighbors were sorry for us to 
leave the district and came from evervwhere to 
wish us God Speed. It was winter, December I 
believe, and very cold. Father bought a fine 
strong horse called Charlie and a double seated 
buggy. Mr Williamson brought some very fine 
delicious apples and other neighbors roast 
fowl, cookies and biscuits. I remember being 
wakened very early and breakfasting by can­
dlelight. We were well supplied with rugs and 
a large buffalo skin and had straw and hot bricks 
under our feet. The cold was intense and to 
make matters worse a drizzling rain com­
menced to fall, which froze as it fell, making the 
roads slippery like glass. We had to stop twice 
during our journey of 40 miles, to have the 
horse shod or at least new “cogs fastened onto 
his shoes, to enable him to keep his footing. At 
the first stop we thought we should like some 
lunch, so took out the basket which was cov­
ered by rugs, but found all frozen hard.
Fortunately we obtained some hot coffee and
✓
lunch at a boarding house which greatly 
refreshed and warmed us. Our noble horse did 
splendidly and we reached our destination
before it was very dark. . . .¥
As soon as we had procured a house we went 
to live in it, near our friends, the Elliotts, my 
father taking up his duties in the various cir­
cuits. My sister and I went to a school in 
Drakesville, kept by a Mr McGrue. It was held 
in a large upstairs room. I think we learned 
more mischief than anything else here. After 
we had been there some months, and when 
father was away on one of his long trips, I 
contracted scarlet fever and was delirious. My 
mother and Lizzie Elliott doctored me accord­
ing to the “cold water method/ I have a 
distinct remembrance of my sensations when
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being wrapped in a sheet wrung out of cold 
water, and then being wrapped in numerous 
blankets. I forget how long I was kept like this 
but after being vigorously rubbed, I felt quite 
comfortable and made a rapid recovery. The 
next time father was away from home my sister 
got measles but 1 escaped. Heavy rains had 
fallen, bridges had been washed away and 
father was obliged to travel long distances to 
head creeks and rivers and was three weeks 
behind his expected return. Poor mother was 
in great distress, fearing he had been drowned, 
but he returned suddenly and unexpectedly 
having had no opportunity to communicate.
We found the Elliotts very good neighbors. 
They had a nice home with every convenience. 
If I remember rightly there were four sons and 
one daughter. Mr Elliott had a toolhouse, a 
turning lathe and many other things of which 
he allowed his sons free use. Two of them 
showed quite remarkable genius; as inventors 
they made a bean-thrasher worked by steam. 
The boiler was a huge iron tea kettle and many 
persons came to see it work. They thrashed 
nine bushels of beans with it. And numerous, 
pretty and useful articles thev made, with the 
aid of a turning lathe. I was given a prettily 
turned doll’s bedstead, and my sister a cradle, 
and mother a wooden candlestick. We were 
told they afterwards became quite famous for 
some of their inventions.
After residing in Davis County for some time, we went to Appanoose County, 
where father bought a beautiful prairie farm. 
Connected with it was 40 acres of woods and 
360 acres of prairie. The timber was very good, 
oak, ash, hickory, elm, butternut and walnut 
trees. Our house was situated on a hill over­
looking this and when autumn tints appeared 
the picture was enchanting. There was also a 
mile or so of prairie near, and in the front a 
stretch of land, at that time uncultivated, a 
distance of three miles. In spring and summer 
waving grass and flowers covered the expanse;
flox, or as we called them sweet williams, 
prairie roses and rattlesnake’s master, a pretty 
blue flower which exuded a gummy substance 
and was supposed to be an antidote for snake 
bite. Scattered here and there were thickets of 
the wild plum and crab apple, as also thickets of 
hazelnut bushes where we got supplies of nuts 
for winter use. The memory of some of those 
delightful spring and summer mornings, the 
scent of flowers and the murmur of prairie 
chickens who used to perch on the fences, 
remained like a beautiful dream. Game of dif­
ferent kinds were plentiful; deer, which used 
to make their way into the cornfields in winter 
and caused some havoc, by pulling the shocks 
about, eating and wasting the cobs. They were 
very shy, and if anyone appeared with a gun, 
would be off like the wind. Wild geese were 
seen in hundreds, about November, making 
their way to warmer regions, hundreds of them 
in a flock. They used to fly day and night, and 
often in the middle of the night, we used to 
hear their melancholy “honk, honk. Quail and 
prairie chickens, as we called them, were in 
abundance. People used to make traps, and 
catch as many as 20 or 30 at once.
This county, though so beautiful, was very 
high and cold and exposed to north and west­
erly winds. Sometimes snow fell and covered 
the fences, and the ground froze over two feet. 
It was impossible to make fences as in warmer 
districts, so they constructed what was called 
“staked and rider fences, which answered the 
purpose till the hedges were grown. All kinds 
of fruit and vegetables grew well, and wild 
fruits could be had for the picking in the sea­
son. Many a nice enjoyable picnic we have had, 
when we and some of our neighbors, would 
take a waggon, plenty of baskets and buckets, 
and gather as many of the delicious red and 
yellow plums as we desired. . . .  I never saw 
finer melons, water and rock, or as we called 
them mushmelons, tomatoes, corn, pumpkins, 
squashes, and every kind of fruit and vegeta­
bles than was produced in this district.
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My sister and I often felt in great fear when 
we heard the prairie wolves howling around, 
but they were too shy to come very near the 
house even in the night. I remember we had a 
very fine litter of young pigs taken. . . .  A 
friend of my parents, Rev. Mr Jimmerson, was 
once coming to our home when he lost his way 
on the prairies in the snow and was followed by 
20 or 30 wolves who grew so bold, they jumped 
at his horse s neck and snapped at his legs. He 
shouted and hallooed and, after a while, com­
ing to a thicket of wild plum and cherry trees, 
he managed to climb up one. He sent his horse 
away as fast as he could go thinking he would 
reach some habitation, and clung to the tree, 
shouting and singing. The wolves instead of 
following the horse, crouched round the tree, 
now and then springing up. When morning 
dawned they slunk away, and he was able to 
move from his perilous position. When quite 
light he found he was only a mile or two from 
our home and arrived there suffering greatly 
from cold and exposure . . .  it was some time 
before he recovered. . . .  It was easy for peo­
ple to lose themselves at these times when the 
country was covered with a mantle of white and 
no landmarks visible. . . .  A compass was a 
very necessary possession.
During the winter, even though the cold was 
severe, people, particularly the young ones, 
found plenty of amusement. There were sleigh 
rides in the moonlight, bells ringing merrily, 
spelling bees, singing evenings, husking bees, 
apple parings, nut shellings, and many other 
innocent amusements. The religious services 
were conducted in a large hall or school room 
until a suitable place of worship had been erec­
ted. rI here were many earnest Christians in the 
district, and although in this ‘far away out 
west” part we were debarred from much that 
the older and more cultivated districts 
enjoyed, we were not without pleasure and 
advantages.
Though crops were so luxuriant, a pest 
appeared in the shape of thousands and mil­
lions of little insects called “chinv-bugs. They 
attacked the wheat when the grain was in the 
milk, crawled up the stalks and sucked the 
nourishment out. Fields, looking green and 
luxuriant in the morning, by night appeared 
yellow and fit for little. After they had finished 
the wheat they attacked the corn, and though 
they caused some damage, it was not so 
serious. Then another pest attacked the 
potatoes, so the agriculturist had much to con­
tend against. Having no son to assist him, it was 
doubly hard on my father. People used to 
plough several furrows around their fields, and 
then draw heavy logs through them which 
killed millions and somewhat checked them.
After being at this place a few years, and experiencing some success and happy 
days as well as disappointment and misfortune, 
another change was coming. One bitterly cold 
day in winter, a neighbor, Mr Reynolds, came 
to our house and told father that a steam mill 
property was for sale. It was a saw and grist mill 
and had machinery for making furniture. A fine 
large house in connection with the property 
made it seem a desirable place, and its being 
near Mr Reynolds he thought he and my father 
could work it to advantage, and it would be 
easier and more profitable than farming for 
both. So, after talking the matter over, they 
decided to buy it between them. They had to 
employ engineers and other hands. We soon 
found a purchaser for our beautiful farm and 
left it to reside near the mill. Things prospered 
for awhile, but then several opposition mills were 
started not far away. Then there were breakages 
to the machinery and many drawbacks.
During our stay there, however, we young 
people had a rather enjoyable time. A Mr and 
Mrs Stafford came from the east to take charge 
of the school; they introduced a great many 
accomplishments and amusements, which 
were new to us and added greatly to our inter­
est and pleasure. They introduced a debating 
club for the boys, and every quarter had an
entertainment of some kind. One time they 
arranged an amateur theatrical, “William 
Tell,” which was very creditable considering 
the disabilities we labored under. Then there 
were recitations, songs, etc. It was during this 
winter that I learned crochet work, which was 
new in the west. We were very sorry when Mr 
and Mrs Stafford’s term was finished and they 
went back to their home in the east.
In the spring my father had an offer for his share in the mill and decided to sell, though 
at some loss. Part payment was a few hundred 
acres of land on the Chariton river; rich, and 
having in connection with the agricultural 
land, some magnificent timber. A nice new 
four room cottage had also been erected, 
though it was not finished. But before my 
father decided on the transaction, he had taken 
up 320 acres of land in Page County, and to 
secure possession, we were supposed to live on 
it for a short time and make certain improve­
ments. Page County was more than 100 miles 
from Appanoose, so we stored our furniture at 
Chariton in care of a friend who promised to 
look after it, and made arrangement for our trip 
further west.
My father purchased a commodious waggon 
with a cover which could be rolled up in sec­
tions and was waterproof. He also bought two 
fine, handsome oxen, as being the most suit­
able. . . . They were very tractable, the driver 
sitting in the vehicle and guiding them by 
words, seldom using the whip. They were spot­
ted animals and their horns were ornamented 
with brass knobs. . . . The waggon contained 
our beds, clothes, provisions and all neces­
saries. It was a beautiful spring morning when 
we started on our journey. I shall ever 
remember the feeling of exhilaration which 
possessed all of us. . . . The cattle were fine 
walkers, the day comfortably cool, and we 
made good headway.
About noon we entered Wayne County. 
Here we outspanned, where there was an
abundance of fresh grass and a creek and a 
spring of clear water. There were a few scat­
tered trees also for shade. We children hastily 
collected sticks, and our kettle was soon boil­
ing. Our mother had brought out some of the 
good things, ham, bread, butter and jam etc., 
spread on a cloth under a tree. After our father 
had given God thanks, we had a most enjoyable 
meal. When we had finished, dishes were 
washed and packed away. We children ran 
about picking flowers and the colored fungi 
which clung to dead limbs. When the oxen had 
their fill and a little rest, we proceeded on our 
journey. I believe we travelled 25 miles that 
day. When evening came we prepared for the 
night. After having our supper, our provisions 
and utensils were slung under the waggon, 
bells were placed on the necks of the oxen, and 
after they had satisfied themselves with grass 
and water, laid down to rest. We had a lantern 
slung inside the waggon, our beds were 
arranged, and after we had sung a hymn and 
father had read a chapter from the Bible and 
prayed for our protection during the night, we 
retired and slept soundly till morning. After 
breakfast we again started our journey, passing 
several villages and farms. The people were 
most hospitable and kind, and invited us to stay 
with them, and when we declined, often made 
us presents of fruit and vegetables.
The next county we passed through was 
called Decatur. It was of an undulating nature 
with plenty of grass and clear sparkling creeks, 
and scattered areas of woodlands; timber was 
scarce. A number of homesteads were being 
formed, and at some distance, were villages 
with the usual stores, houses and livery stables. 
As the railroad had not reached within some 
hundreds of miles, the stage coach and wag­
gons were the only means of transit. Nothing of 
note transpired during our journey through 
this county. The weather was favorable, and 
roads fairly good. After getting into Ringgold 
County the road became more hilly. About 
mid-day we came to a village called Mount Ayr,
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so named on account of its elevated position I mother boiled, and which we purposed having 
suppose. It had the usual number of houses, for our breakfast, but some mice sampled it, 
chiefly weatherboard, built on blocks which and in doing so fell into the pot and could not 
were situated on either side of the so-called get out, so we were disappointed in our expec- 
streets. We noticed this particularly on account tations of a meal from that quarter. After 
of what transpired before our return jour- waiting some days for the water to recede, we 
ney. . . .  I think we spent one Sunday on the were told of a place where the river might be 
road near the Nodaway river. Some trees and forded. My sister and I managed to cross on the 
bushes and flowers, with fresh green grass broken bridge. . . .  A man assisted father in 
grew on either side and presented an ideal spot getting the vehicle across. The oxen pulled 
for our camp. As it was the Sabbath we did not splendidly, and although the water came into 
travel. . . . the waggon and they were nearly over their
Early on Monday we commenced our jour- backs in it and mud, managed to struggle up 
ney again, crossing the river at a newly built the bank on the other side. We were greatly 
bridge, and before night had reached our desti- terrified, but after a rest and a good meal which 
nation in Page County. We were all much some kind settler supplied us with, we became 
delighted with the appearance of the district; cheerful and proceeded on our journey, 
beautiful and extensive rolling prairies with Although things were not as pleasant as on 
creeks and clumps of hazel and other shrubs our outward trip, we met with no fresh disaster 
interspersed, but large timber was scarce, or anything worthy of note till reaching Ring- 
When we reached Amity, or College Springs, gold County where we encamped in a nicely 
we were the guests of some old friends of our sheltered ravine. There were no trees, but 
parents from Illinois who had lately settled plenty of good grass for the cattle. After we had 
there. After staying in the town for a few days taken our evening meal and prepared for the 
we went to a Mr Bullocks and his family who night, my father took the precaution of driving 
spent two weeks with us in Appanoose when stakes to prevent the waggon from rolling. We 
they were journeying west. . . . They were noticed most peculiarly-shaped clouds appear- 
Cornish, and naturally they and my parents ing, some the shape of a funnel, others seemed 
had much in common. We were very hospita- to be boiling. Soon a tempestuous wind arose, 
bly entertained, and after remaining a week or It was very fortunate we were camped in a 
two, we said goodbye with mutual regret. After sheltered hollow or we should have been 
a short stay in Amity we bade our friends blown away. We felt very uneasy and the cat- 
farewell and prepared for our return journey, tie, feeling that there was something unusual in 
Unfortunately, the weather which had been force, crowded around the waggon. The gale 
so favorable on our outward trip changed, lasted for over an hour when it gradually sub- 
Heavy rain fell; roads were boggy, creeks and sided, and about 10 o clock we were able to get 
rivers were overflowing and we were obliged to to sleep. We were only about half a mile from 
camp for days in considerable discomfort, the village of Mount Ayr but when we reached 
I hough our waggon was waterproof it was diffi- that place, a scene of desolation presented 
cult to make good fires. To make matters itself. Houses were unroofed, some blown 
worse, we went short of bread, and could not down and the contents scattered for miles. One 
get across the Nodaway river to get a supply, small frame house which was built on blocks 
My father managed to get a little from a farm was taken up bodily and lifted across the 
house, but it was sour, heavy, and almost street. . . .  A small girl got caught up in the 
uneatable. We had some pork and beans our debris, and was carried away some distance on
the prairie; she was not found until morning, 
not much worse for the experience, though 
heavy rain had fallen during the night. Her 
escape sounded almost miraculous. We picked 
up tin ware and other articles four miles from 
the town.
A few days after our return, father went out to the Chariton to see how things were, 
and to prepare for our removal. It was distant 
about 15 miles. He did not return till the next 
day. We saw at once from his manner and 
expression that something was amiss . . . the 
nice new cottage we had expected to occupy 
had been completely destroyed by fire; when 
father arrived, only the chimneys were stand­
ing. A man had gone into it without leave, and 
his wife had gone out leaving a fire. The wind 
which was very high that day, blew the door 
open and the place was soon in ashes. Some 
thought the man should have been prosecuted, 
but he was poor and there would not have been 
much satisfaction in sending him to prison. 
There was an old log cabin on the place, which 
it was decided we should occupy till a new 
home could be built, so we moved into it.
This move proved to have a great effect on 
the lives of all of us. How often it happens that a 
single circumstance changes the current. Our 
cabin presented anything but a comfortable 
appearance, but the surroundings were beau­
tiful. It was fine weather which was fortu­
nate . . . [and] we thought we would make the 
best of it. We young folk passed the time very 
pleasantly. For a few weeks several kinds of 
wild fruits were plentiful, gooseberries, 
raspberries, dewberries, wild plums, and myr­
iads of beautiful flowers. But troubles were 
before us. . . . At the beginning of August 
heavy rain came on, flooding the river bottoms. 
As the vegetation was so rank, the decaying 
matter caused nearly everyone in the district to
be attacked bv malaria.
*
I remember full well the day, 28th August, 
1858, when I experienced the first ague
chill. . . . After this we all contracted it, and so 
ill were we that at times we were unable to give 
each other a drink of water when we were 
parched with thirst during the fever which suc­
ceeded the chills. Father escaped more lightly 
than any of us, and managed to prepare a little 
food. . . .  A neighbor’s daughter, Mary J. 
Moon, used to come to us when she could leave 
her invalids, bring a dish of jelly or a luxury of 
some kind, and her brother, George, brought a 
bucket of cool fresh water every night from 
their spring. We had all taken a dislike to the 
water in our well. I have often thought with 
gratitude of their goodness. It was no light task 
to carry a pail of water for nearly half a mile. 
Often during the night we could hear the 
screaming of the panthers and catamounts in 
the woods nearby, which in our weak state 
made night hideous.
One Sunday, after we had been ill some 
weeks, two of our old friends, Irving and Lizzie 
Stanton drove over to see us, and were very 
distressed to find us in such a plight . . . [and] 
said we must be got away from there as soon as 
possible. Their brother s new cottage was 
vacant. . . . The next day two or three waggons 
arrived, and we, with our belongings, were 
transported to the nice comfortable home near 
our old friends. Nothing could exceed the kind­
ness of the neighbors; each seemed to vie with 
the other in doing something for our comfort. 
Some sent wood, some vegetables, some fruit. 
It was some months before we got rid of the 
ague, though we took great quantities of 
quinine and port wine, vile stuff, every two or 
three hours. The winter was intensely cold, 
one of the severest I can remember.
I t was during this time that father received a letter from Uncle George urging us to sell 
out and go to New South Wales as soon as 
possible. . . . After due consideration it was 
decided that we should do so, though the 
thought of parting from our dear American 
friends was a great wrench. For weeks the cold
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in November and December was severe. The 
whole district was covered with snow, with 
fences hidden in many places. Spilled water 
froze before it reached the ground, and meat 
which had been hung up froze, so that an axe 
had to be used to joint it. Near Christmas the 
weather became somewhat milder, and 
numerous parties and pleasant evenings were 
planned by our friends for us young folk in 
particular. On moonlight nights the sleigh 
rides were very enjoyable, and being well 
wrapped up in buffalo robes with hot bricks and 
straw to place our feet on, we did not feel the 
cold. I well remember New Year s Day 1859. 
We had a surprise party. Many friends came, 
bringing presents of every description, some 
intended for our long journey. After leaving 
the cottage we went to spend a week at Squire 
Armstrong’s and from there to Mr Luther 
Holbrook’s where we were most hospitably 
entertained. They had a large new house and 
were the wealthiest people in the district. . . . 
We remained with them till early in February, 
going from place to place to bid our friends 
farewell.
On the 13th February we returned to Squire 
Armstrong’s, and he took us in their wag­
gonette to Centreville. . . . The railway had 
not reached that far west at that time. We said 
goodbye to our dear friends there, and the next 
morning took a carriage for our drive of 40 or 50 
miles to Fairfield. By this time the February 
thaw had set in, and our progress was very slow 
owing to the state of the roads. After crossing 
the Des Moines river they were less boggy. 
One thing which has remained in my memory 
is the sight of drove after drove of hogs which 
were being sent to Chicago, and the peculiar, 
almost melancholy cry the drovers made to 
urge them along. After them came large wag­
gons carrying frozen carcases. At one time we 
were hindered in our progress, as we could not 
pass. I forget where we took the train, or how
long we were in reaching the Mississippi, but 
there was no bridge at that time, so passengers 
were taken over on a ferry with a dining hall 
where we had refreshments, which we had 
ample time to enjoy, before we reached the 
other side. I had never seen anything so grand 
as the railway station appeared to me, where 
we boarded the express for New York. . . .Nor 
shall I forget my sensation when we came in 
sight of Lake Michigan; it was so much more 
extensive than I had imagined, like an inland 
sea. Father remarked that when he travelled 
over that state some twenty years before there 
were only a few shanties and cabins on the site 
of Chicago.
* * *
F rom New York, the Hawkes sailed for England. There they spent a few weeks 
before leaving for New South Wales where 
Hannah was to write her reminiscences over 
fifty years later. In Australia she married John 
Glasson, a member of another Cornish family. 
She died in Sydney in 1927 at the age of eighty- 
two. □
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St. Wenceslaus Church in Spillville. The building of the church was accomplished by the men, women, and 
children of the area, who modeled their place of worship after the Church of St. Barbara in Kuta Hora, 
Czechoslovakia. (SHSl)
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